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Abstract—Aggressive transistor scaling continues to drive
increasingly complex digital designs. The large number
of transistors available today enables the development of
chip multiprocessors that include many cores on one die
communicating through an on-chip interconnect. As the number
of cores increases, scalable communication platforms, such as
networks-on-chip (NoCs), have become more popular. However,
as the sole communication medium, these interconnects are a
single point of failure so that any permanent fault in the NoC
can cause the entire system to fail. Compounding the problem,
transistors have become increasingly susceptible to wear-out
related failures as their critical dimensions shrink. As a result,
the on-chip network has become a critically exposed unit that
must be protected. To this end, we present Vicis, a fault-tolerant
architecture and companion routing protocol that is robust to a
large number of permanent failures, allowing communication to
continue in the face of permanent transistor failures. Vicis makes
use of a two-level approach. First, it attempts to work around
errors within a router by leveraging reconfigurable architectural
components. Second, when faults within a router disable a link’s
connectivity, or even an entire router, Vicis reroutes around the
faulty node or link with a novel, distributed routing algorithm
for meshes and tori. Tolerating permanent faults in both the
router components and the reliability hardware itself, Vicis
enables graceful performance degradation of networks-on-chip.
Index Terms—Fault tolerance, hard faults, networks-on-chip
(NoCs), reconfiguration, reliability, routing algorithms.

I. Introduction
ONTINUOUSLY shrinking transistor dimensions enable
ever-increasing density on modern microchips: each new
technology node facilitates additional cores in chip multiprocessors. For example, the Intel SCC [3] contains 48 cores,
the Tilera Tile64 has 64 cores [4], and the experimental
Intel Polaris chip incorporates 80 cores [5]. However, bus
communication and crossbar interconnects have not scaled
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efficiently: high core counts necessitate efficient, scalable
interconnects capable of providing communication among the
processor cores. Networks-on-chip alleviate this problem with
fast, scalable communication provided by small, distributed,
packet-switched routers [6].
Network-on-chip routers communicate via a common interconnect, connecting processor cores, memory controllers, and
so on. At each node (usually a core or memory), a network interface controller connects the core to the local router, and converts messages from the core into data packets of varying size
for the network. These packets are further divided into flits, the
smallest unit of data traveling in the network, which dictates
the width of a link connecting two routers. Routers then direct
traffic within the network, moving flits from source to destination according to the information encoded in each packet, usually located in the header (first flit) of the packet. In particular,
in wormhole routing [7], a single packet’s flits may be spread
across multiple routers as they traverse the network, until all
the constituent flits are collected at the destination. Compared
to bus-based systems, network-on-chip designs have the advantage of allowing many messages in flight simultaneously,
thus providing efficient communication among many nodes.
While networks-on-chip (NoCs) provide a scalable, distributed communication solution, they are also a single point of
failure in a chip multiprocessor (CMP). Unlike the cores in a
CMP, which are uniform, distributed, and therefore inherently
redundant, there is only one communication medium in the
chip, constituting a weakness in the presence of faults. Unreliable silicon substrates, brought on by aggressively scaled
transistors, threaten the reliability of on-chip communication
infrastructures, where a single transistor failure in the NoC
could cause the entire chip to fail [8]. The possibility of
frequent failures in the field is soon expected to become a
reality [9], [10], leading to system failure [11], [12], or even
causing security flaws [13].
Transistor failures can be caused by a variety of wear-out
mechanisms in highly scaled technology nodes. As transistor
dimensions approach the atomic scale, oxide breakdown [14]
becomes a concern, since the gate oxide tends to become
less effective over time. Moreover, negative bias temperature instability [15] is of special concern in PMOS devices,
where increased threshold voltage is observed over time.
Additionally, thin wires are susceptible to electromigration
[16], because conductor material is gradually worn away
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Fig. 1. Steps in fault tolerance and Vicis’ focus. Vicis provides a novel
diagnosis solution to determine the location of a permanent fault. It then
leverages this information to reconfigure the system and overcome the failure.

during chip operation until an open circuit occurs. Since these
mechanisms occur over time, traditional burn-in procedures
and manufacturing tests are ineffective in detecting them.
Fault model: With the reality of decreasing transistor reliability and increasing failures, our goal is to mitigate permanent
faults, those that affect the hardware for the remaining life of
the chip. Thus, our fault model uses stuck-at failures at the
hardware level to portray these permanent faults. Vicis’ goal
is to ensure that all permanent faults in the network-on-chip
are handled. Furthermore, any of Vicis’ hardware additions
may be susceptible to the same faults that they aim to address:
faults may occur in the reliability hardware itself.
Robust, architectural solutions are needed to mitigate the
problem of permanent faults. When an error occurs in the
field, a typical reliability solution will leverage a detection
mechanism to identify the problem and notify the system of
the failure (Fig. 1). Detection can be achieved, for instance,
with error correcting codes (ECC) [17] or custom NoC testing
mechanisms [18], [19]. Next, the system undergoes diagnosis
to determine the fault location. It can then enter a reconfiguration phase, isolating the failure or working around it.
Finally, recovery can take place, recouping lost data with
mechanisms such as checkpointing [20], [21]. Following a
completed recovery, normal system operation can resume. In
this paper, we focus on the diagnosis and reconfiguration
phases, which are critical for a high-performance and faulttolerant system, and we rely on solutions proposed in the
literature, such as those cited, for detection and recovery.
Contributions: In this paper, we present Vicis, a reliable
solution for networks-on-chip with mesh and torus topologies.
Vicis leverages a reconfigurable router architecture and routing
algorithm. Our solution takes advantage of the redundancy
inherent in on-chip networks through a two-level approach.
First, it reconfigures individual routers with a novel and
flexible NoC router architecture. Second, when errors cannot
be contained within a single router, Vicis invokes a novel
rerouting solution that modifies the communication paths to
bypass the failed node. As a distributed in-hardware solution,
Vicis has the advantage of being able to tolerate many faults,
including failures in the reliability components. For systems
built on unreliable silicon substrates, Vicis enables graceful
performance degradation when transistors inevitably fail.
II. Related Work
Two main approaches for reliable networks-on-chip have
been proposed in the literature: one attacking the problem with
resilient routing algorithms, and the other with architectural
solutions. While many available reliable routing algorithms
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suggest that fault-free communication is a solved problem,
many incur significant restrictions, such as limiting the number
and location of faults.
Restricted number of faults: Reliable routing algorithms
are capable of routing data packets around failures. However,
some limit the number of faults that they can tolerate. For
instance, an early work in this area is the reliable router of
[22], which can handle a single node or link failure anywhere
in the network. Duato’s solution [23] can handle (n − 1) faults
in a n-dimensional mesh while Gomez et al. [24] tolerate up
to five faults using additional virtual channels. The work in
[25] can potentially sustain several faults: the authors provides
a backup path around each failed router. As faults accumulate,
backup paths form a ring topology. However, the solution fails
when additional faults affect the ring network.
Restricted location of faults: Other routing algorithms are
able to accommodate more faults, but restrict their location to
specific types of “fault regions.” A fault region is a subnetwork
of a restricted shape that contains faults, and oftentimes
correctly functioning nodes must be disabled to satisfy the
constraints of the region. The shape of fault regions may be
convex [26], [27], or rectangular [28], and sometimes it is also
restricted from including the network boundary [29]. Other
solutions require fault regions that are polygons [30], +, L or
T shapes [31], or contain no holes [32], [33]. Finally, faults
may be limited to datapath components [34], or to links and
crossbars [35]
Unrestricted faults: A number of on-chip proposals tackle
the problem of unconstrained faults. uLBDR [36] handles
routing for any 2-D mesh topology without the need for
routing tables. It adds logic to each input port, which facilitates
routing around faulty links. However, this approach requires
virtual cut-though routing, requiring the entire packet to be
buffered at each router. Other solutions address permanent
faults by flooding the network to overcome lost network
connections, thus they incur high performance overhead [37],
[38]. Stochastic approaches [39], [40] provide tolerance to
permanent and transient faults by means of a probabilistic
broadcast mechanism. Immunet [41] routes packets adaptively
toward their destinations, based on buffer availability. If necessary, packets switch to a reserved, escape, virtual channel
that guarantees that they will reach their destination and avoid
faulty links. This channel is aware of the fault locations and
routes deterministically in a ring through every node. Upon
reconfiguration, a new ring that connects all surviving nodes
is formed with a single broadcast, and all in-transit packets
drain out via this ring, before updating the routing tables.
While the ring guarantees delivery, it dramatically increases
latency, since it must remain active during normal operation
to ensure deadlock freedom. Additionally, the design requires
three routing tables per router, resulting in high area overhead.
Centralized off-chip solutions: Off-chip networks, such as
clusters, were the first to address the reliability challenge of
unconstrained faults. These resilient routing algorithms can
be applied to any irregular topology, and include up*/down*
(introduced in Autonet) [42], segment-based routing [43], FX
routing [44], L-turn [45], and smart-routing [46]. With these
approaches, a central node runs the reconfiguration algorithm
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with a crossbar-bypass bus to protect against crossbar failures,
and with ECC to protect datapath elements. Additionally,
Vicis can reconfigure the FIFO buffers, the largest router
components, to be resilient to a few internal faults. Our
port-swapping solution allows Vicis to minimize link failures
by reorganizing input ports. Finally, Vicis includes built-in
self-test (BIST) units to diagnose faulty router components
and orchestrate reconfiguration. A complete reconfiguration
process requires approximately 152 000 cycles, corresponding
to only a few hundred microseconds on a 1 GHz chip. This
latency does not appreciably impact application runtime for
rarely occurring permanent faults (less than once a day).
Fig. 2. Vicis’ router architecture. A Vicis-enhanced router includes ECC
units, a crossbar bypass bus, a port-swapper, BIST units for diagnosis, a
distributed algorithm engine (green/gray) and flexible FIFOs (hashed), in
addition to baseline components.

in software. First, the surviving topology is communicated to
this central location, which can then use this global knowledge
of the functional links to compute new routing tables. Finally,
the new routing tables are communicated back to each node.
While these centralized reconfiguration algorithms can perform powerful optimizations, communicating the global view
of the surviving topology to a central node requires expensive,
dedicated hardware. By contrast, on-chip solutions must be
designed to meet tight on-chip area budgets.
Reliable router architectures: On-chip networks have a tight
area and power budget, necessitating simple router structures.
Architectural approaches to reliable router architectures include triple modular redundancy (TMR) based approaches,
such as the BulletProof router [47]. However, in general, Nmodular redundancy approaches are expensive, as they require
at least N times the silicon area. Another strategy explores
the tradeoffs of various levels of redundancy [48]. Other
work investigates the reliability of single components, for
example a reliability-enhanced crossbar [49]. Reconfiguration
is approached by [50] for pipelines, by [51] for link failures,
and by [52] with modular design. Protection against transient
errors has been explored in [53].
III. Router Architecture
Vicis takes a two-part approach to maintain correct execution in a network-on-chip. When a fault is detected, the system
goes offline for a Vicis-directed diagnosis and reconfiguration.
It first attempts to contain permanent failures within the
router, leveraging the inherent structural redundancy in the
architecture to work around errors. If the failure cannot be
contained within the router, Vicis reconfigures the network
around failed nodes and links.
Reconfiguration at the router level is used to contain faults
within the router, so that they are not perceivable at the
network level as failed links or routers. Fig. 2 presents a
high-level schematic of a baseline router (in white) with Vicis
enhancements (shaded). The baseline router includes input
ports and first in first out (FIFO) buffers, decoders, a crossbar,
a routing table, and output ports. Vicis augments this design

A. Crossbar Bypass Bus
In the baseline router, a faulty crossbar would render the
entire router inoperable. To address this issue, Vicis adds a
crossbar bypass bus, as shown in Fig. 2, an alternative path
for data that may have to traverse a faulty crossbar path. The
crossbar controller is configured to direct traffic to either the
crossbar or the bypass bus on a packet basis. If multiple flits
simultaneously require the bypass bus, one flit is chosen to
proceed first, while the others must wait to use it in subsequent
clock cycles. In this manner, the crossbar bypass bus may
overcome any number of faults in the crossbar. This spare path
provided by the bypass bus allows Vicis to maintain correct
operation, even when multiple faults appear in the crossbar.
However, in the case of a single fault, the ECC unit is sufficient
to overcome the failure.
B. ECC
Faults along the datapath can cause data corruption and
packet mis-routing. Protecting the datapath with ECC enables
each component to tolerate a small number of faults while
maintaining correct functionality. Previous works have explored the tradeoff between energy and reliability by using fine
grained error correcting codes (ECC) [54]. While these studies
found that end-to-end ECC was more power efficient than
flit-level ECC, they require that packets reach their intended
destinations. Errors in header flits that could cause packet misrouting can only be overcome by flit-level ECC: consequently,
Vicis uses flit-level ECC with an encoder and decoder at the
exit of each FIFO. The code adds an additional 6 bits to each
32-bit flit in order to enable 1-bit error correction. Any single
fault that manifests along an ECC-guarded datapath section
can be corrected when the flit goes through an ECC unit,
located in each router at the output of the FIFO buffers. In
order to take full advantage of ECC, the BIST unit tracks
the location of every datapath fault and, if at all possible,
it reconfigures the router to ensure that every distinct path
between two ECC units contains at most one fault. If this
cannot be accomplished, the router is deemed faulty.
Six paths are possible between two ECC units, depending on
the selection of the bypass bus or crossbar (two options) and
the configuration of the port swapper (up to three options).
Fig. 3 illustrates these paths. The port swapper provides
three options for the network adapter connection and two
options for the other links, but it does not provide all possible
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Fig. 3. Faults mitigated by ECC. Datapath faults can be corrected by ECC
as long as no more than one fault is encountered between two flit-level ECC
units. The bypass bus and port swapper provide alternate paths between routers
to reduce the number of faults that the ECC units observe. The example in the
picture shows six available paths: through crossbar or bypass bus in router A,
and through one of three possible FIFOs in router B (the port swapper selects
which FIFO buffer to use).
TABLE I
Area of the Baseline Router by Component, for Different
FIFO Buffer Sizes
Router Component

Crossbar
Decoder
FIFO buffers
Output logic
Routing table
Total baseline router

8-flit
10.5%
3.0%
80.0%
3.5%
3.0%
100%
14 495 μm2

Area (%)
FIFO Size
16-flit
6.0%
1.5%
89.0%
2.0%
1.5%
100%
26 173 μm2

32-flit
3.0%
1.0%
94.0%
1.0%
1.0%
100%
49 676 μm2

The FIFOs comprise 80–94% of the baseline router area and are thus
especially susceptible to faults.

swap possibilities. When traversing the network, a flit initially
reaches the head of a FIFO in its starting router, goes through
an ECC unit for encoding, travels through the crossbar or
bypass bus, the link to its next router, the input port swapper
and finally reaches its next FIFO. At each unit along the path,
faults are diagnosed and cataloged by two BIST units. If two
faults accumulate in a same path, the bypass bus and port
swapper provide alternative setups to either avoid one of the
faults or move one of them to a different datapath.
For example, consider three faults: one in the crossbar,
another in a link, and a third in the default FIFO for the flit
in flight. Since the ECC implementation in Vicis can only
correct one of these faults, the crossbar bypass bus and input
port swapper must mitigate the remaining two. The bypass bus
will be used to avoid the crossbar fault, potentially resulting
in a loss of performance. The input port swapper will be used
to swap in a fault-free input port to the datapath, moving the
single-fault input port to another physical link that does not
have any other faults. Thus, full functionality is maintained,
even with three faults manifesting in the same datapath.
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Fig. 4. Flexible FIFO design. A flexible FIFO enables Vicis routers to
continue operating correctly when using a partially faulty FIFO. While a
normal FIFO can fail with a single error, a flexible FIFO reconfigures around
the faulty entry.

comprise 80% of the router’s area. These results were obtained
with a 5-port single-cycle router with a routing table sized for a
3×3 network, synthesized with a 45 nm target library. Without
any reliability feature, a single fault could cause the entire unit
to fail. We thus set out to protect this essential component with
a flexible design that can overcome many faults.
FIFOs are comprised of a set of identical registers, and
are generally implemented with pointers to determine which
register is the head and which is tail. When an item is added
to the FIFO, the head pointer is incremented; when an item is
removed, the tail pointer is decremented. Thus, the registers
are accessed in order, with the first item in being the first item
out. The use of identical registers provides an opportunity for
a flexible design, with the goal of allowing healthy registers
to continue working while skipping faulty ones. Fig. 4 shows
an example of flexible FIFO operation. The “X” in the figure
indicates a FIFO register that experienced a fault. In a baseline
FIFO, the head and tail pointers will at some point try to
make use of this position, causing the entire FIFO to fail. With
this flexible FIFO design, the faulty register can be skipped
using pointer redirection, and enabling the FIFO to continue
operation with one less register.
To reconfigure the access to registers in a FIFO, the head
and tail pointers are indexed through a redirection table
mapping sequential FIFO positions to reconfigurable FIFO
positions. This allows some positions to be skipped, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Effectively, this is similar to incrementing
(or decrementing) the head (or tail) counter multiple times
before accessing the next functional register, thereby skipping
over failed registers. The redirection table is indexed by the
head and tail pointers, and provides the index to a functional
FIFO entry as output. Additionally, the last entry in the table
controls the pointer reset signal, thus allowing the system to
adapt to the use of smaller FIFOs as the number of faults
increases. With this flexible design, a fault in the FIFO causes
only a single register position to fail, maintaining the router’s
functionality as long as at least one functional register remains.
D. Hard Fault Diagnosis

C. Flexible FIFOs
Analysis of a baseline router design informed the selection
of our reliable architectural features. Assuming a distribution
of faults proportional to the router component area, the largest
components—those with the most transistors—are the most
susceptible to faults. Thus, we strove to provide additional protection to large components. As shown in Table I, the FIFOs
comprise the vast majority of the router, 94% of the baseline
router area with 32-flit FIFOs. By comparison, 8-flit FIFOs

In order to reconfigure the system, each router must know
which of its components contain faults. Furthermore, the use
of ECC requires that Vicis knows precisely how many faults
are in each part of the datapath. We note that both permanent
faults, as well as electrical faults, can be diagnosed by Vicis,
providing that diagnosis can occur on a faster clock compared
to normal operation. Control logic is tested with pattern-based
testing and datapath faults are counted using datapath testing,
as discussed below.
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Fig. 5. Flexible FIFO buffer logic. The FIFO registers are indexed by the
head and tail pointers (counters) through a redirection table, allowing faulty
positions to be skipped, and adjusting for fewer FIFO registers.

The reconfiguration process begins when one router broadcasts an error status bit through the network, although not
necessarily its location, via an extra wire in each link (we
assume that a fault detection solution is in place, as discussed in Section I). The initialized BIST unit then performs
a distributed synchronization algorithm with other routers’
BIST units, ensuring that each BIST in the network runs all
remaining routines in lock-step. After synchronization, each
component of each router is diagnosed for faults. The diagnosis step does not rely on information from previous diagnostic
phases, or from the detection mechanism, thus all permanent
faults are diagnosed (or re-diagnosed), regardless of whether
they are responsible for triggering this reconfiguration event, or
not. Once all components and routers have been tested, faulty
components are disabled and normal operation resumes. Since
the BIST units are operational only during reconfiguration,
they are power-gated off during normal operation for wearout protection.
Each functional unit is surrounded by wrapper logic, allowing the BIST to assume control during fault diagnosis.
The wrapper simply consists of multiplexers for each input,
allowing the unit to switch between normal unit inputs and
testing inputs from the BIST. A schematic of this structure
is shown in Fig. 6. Since faults may also manifest in the
wrappers themselves, Vicis leverages interlocked testing to
simultaneously test both the hardware unit, and the wrapper
itself. That is, rather than testing the output directly from the
module, the BIST unit tests the output after the wrapper mux
(as it is indicated by the test flow arrows in Fig. 6). This allows
the BIST to test both the hardware unit and the wrapper logic
simultaneously.
The information from a complete BIST run is stored in a
configuration table, which contains two bits for each datapath
component: crossbar, inter-router link, input port swapper, and
FIFO. Each of these units is represented by two bits to indicate
fault free, one fault, and two or more faults. Additionally,
a redirection table stores flexible FIFO mapping information
(described in Section III-C), which is written directly by
the BIST. Fault information is later used by the swapping
algorithm. The status of control units is encoded with one
bit indicating functional or faulty. This is determined by a
signature match or mismatch. In both cases, Vicis is concerned
with the fault status of the component, rather than the exact
fault location within the component.

Fig. 6. Router unit wrappers. Wrapper muxes allow the BIST controller to
access each unit. Testing paths are interlocked through two muxes to enable
simultaneous testing of the wrapper and the unit under test.

1) Datapath Testing: The datapath test determines the
number and location of errors in a router’s datapath and in
the routing table. Units in the datapath need an exact count
of faults for each unit so that the maximum number of errors
is not exceeded on any path between two ECC units. The test
sends patterns consisting of all 1s or all 0s, looking for bit-flip
faults. A custom-designed bit-flip count unit determines if the
datapath has zero, one, or more bit flips, obviating the need for
multiplexers to inspect each bit individually. Each of the five
FIFO units in a router reuses the same test, limiting BIST unit
overhead. Datapath testing requires about 1000 total cycles.
2) Pattern-Based Testing: Pattern-based tests are used to
test the router’s control logic. Vicis uses a linear feedback
shift register (LFSR) to generate a number of unique patterns,
and a multiple input signature register (MISR) to generate
a signature. Each unit type tested with pattern-based testing
receives the same sequence of patterns from the LFSR, but
each has its own distinct signature. Identical units, such as
the decoders, have the same signature. A signature mismatch
will flag the corresponding unit as broken. Implementation of
the pattern-based test is lightweight due to the simplicity of
the LFSR and MISR structures. Pattern-based testing requires
approximately 150 000 cycles, and runs 25 000 patterns: this
is the dominating factor in overall BIST diagnostic runtime.
E. Input Port Swapping
During the initial evaluation of Vicis, we noticed that often a
few faults would disable multiple network links or disconnect
important processor nodes. To prevent this, we developed
input port swapping to consolidate several faults into a single
link failure, and to provide additional priority for maintaining
connected processors. In order to safely route through the
network, the routing algorithm (described in Section IV)
requires functional bidirectional links. Each link is comprised
of two input ports and two output ports, all four of which
must be fully functional for the link to be operational. If one
of these ports fails, port swapping may be used to maximize
functional bidirectional links.
Each input port is comprised of a FIFO buffer and a decode
unit, identical for each direction of traffic (see Fig. 2). Vicis’
input port swapper is used to modify which physical links are
connected to each input port. For instance, Fig. 7 illustrates an
example where a fault on the South port and a second fault in
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Fig. 7.
Port swapping unit. The port swapper allows the FIFOs to be
connected to different physical links. The local adapter is equipped with more
options to maximize the number of cores connected to the network.

Fig. 8. Port swapping example. Routers connected to the network are hashed
in the figure. On the left, an input port failure on the center router and an
output port failure affect two different links. By swapping the failed input port
to the link connected to the failed output port, Vicis increases the number of
functional links from two to three.

the adapter FIFO are consolidated, allowing the adapter link
to use the former South FIFO. While it would be possible to
include an additional output port swapper at the output ports,
their small area and consequent low probability of faults did
not warrant the area overhead of an additional swapper. On the
other hand, the input ports constitute the majority of the total
router area, as discussed in Section III-C and Table I, and
therefore are most susceptible to faults. Thus, adding input
port swappers provides Vicis with the ability to consolidate
the impact of several faults into one, or a few, links.
An example of input port swapper operation is shown in
Fig. 8. The left side of the figure illustrates five routers in a
star configuration: the router in the center has a failed input
port and the one on the right has a failed output port. Since
these two failed ports are on different links, both links would
be considered failed and unusable. However, we note that one
of the failed ports is an input port, so the connected physical
channel can be changed using input port swapping. The port
swapping algorithm reconfigures the system to connect the
two failed ports, as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 8.
Thus, in this example Vicis takes advantage of the inherent
redundancy of the router to increase the number of functional
links for the center router from two to three.
In our implementation of the input port swapper, the link to
the local network adapter can be connected to three different
input ports, while the other links are able to connect to only
two possible input ports. The port swapping algorithm is
implemented as a greedy algorithm, taking into account the
failure status of connected input ports and FIFOs. Additionally,
it considers the number of bit failures along the datapath, so
as to avoid connecting paths whose bit-errors exceed what
can be corrected by ECC (see Section III-B). Additionally, it
prioritizes the local network adapter link, making sure that it is
always connected, if at all possible. Pseudocode for the port-
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Fig. 9. Pseudocode of port-swapping algorithm. The port swapping algorithm first disables connections with control faults and too many datapath
faults. It then enables connections for which there is only one option. Finally,
the algorithm selects the top priority connection among those available.

swapping algorithm is shown in Fig. 9. The algorithm first
eliminates connections that contain control faults and more
than one datapath fault. It then connects input ports that have
only one viable option. Finally, it selects the highest priority
input port among those connected to the FIFO.
After the connection is selected, the port swapping algorithm writes the new port configuration to the router configuration table, a set of registers that keeps track of the current
link status. This configuration serves to inform the rerouting
algorithm as to which links are functional, enabling it to carry
the network reconfiguration forward.

IV. Reliable Routing Algorithm
Following reconfiguration within the router, a Vicisequipped network leverages our reliable and deterministic
routing algorithm to work around failed links and failed nodes
due to permanent faults. The Vicis routing algorithm reconfigures network routing tables in an offline process based on a
basic routing step, which is repeated several times for each network destination. The basic routing step uses local information
from neighboring routers to determine connectivity, and applies a set of rules to avoid deadlock (deadlocks occur less than
1 in 10 000 topologies). These rules (disabled turns or links)
are selectively relaxed in a preceding checking phase to maximize the connectivity of a faulty network topology. In order
to mitigate rare deadlock situations, Vicis can be paired with
a deadlock detection mechanism [55]. Once diagnosis is complete, our light-weight routing reconfiguration requires fewer
than 1000 cycles to reconfigure the network. By comparison,
Immunet [41] requires approximately 10 000–20 000 cycles.
The Vicis routing algorithm is able to tolerate many faults
in any link or router, over 1 fault in 2000 gates in our
experiments. Virtual channels are not required, but can be used
to provide additional performance if available. The algorithm
is implemented as a small hardware module included with
each router and runs in distributed lock-step.
After router reconfiguration is completed, as discussed in
the previous section, transistor-level faults now appear to the
routing algorithm as link-level failures. Routers that have
become entirely nonfunctional are represented by nodes with
all faulty links. In order to correctly determine routing paths,
each router must first discover which of its adjacent links are
faulty. Then it works in a distributed fashion with its neighbors
to collectively reconfigure their routing tables based on this
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Fig. 10. Pseudocode of routing algorithm. The algorithm first determines a
set of rules that maximizes connectivity while avoiding deadlock using the
rule check() function (Fig. 11). Once rules have been established for
the specific topology, Vicis uses the basic routing step() (Fig. 12)
to determine a path to each destination.

Fig. 11. Pseudocode for rule checking. Some forbidden turns are enabled
during the rule-checking phase in order to maximize network connectivity in
partially faulty topologies.

information. The distributed algorithm uses a basic routing
step that follows a set of rules specific to meshes or tori.
A. Basic Routing Step
Fig. 10 shows an overview of the routing algorithm. First,
all routers in the network are synchronized (line 1) and a set
of baseline rules (disable turns or links) is established (line 2):
the algorithm then proceeds in lock step, first determining a
set of rules to maximize the connectivity of a faulty network
topology (lines 3–5) while avoiding deadlock most of the time.
Then, each destination is routed using a basic routing step
(lines 6, 7) that determines routing paths and uses the rules to
avoid deadlock.
Before destinations can be routed, Vicis determines the
rules that must be enforced to avoid deadlock. It begins with
a set of baseline rules specific to meshes and to tori, and
then relaxes some of them to maximize connectivity in a
faulty topology. In the Vicis routing algorithm, rules take
the form of disabled turns through a single router. Turns
are used to avoid deadlock, and are specified as a pair of
neighbors neighbor1, neighbor2 where a data packet would
execute a routing turn when going from neighbor1, through
the router under consideration, and then to neighbor2. For
simplicity, in the case of torus topologies, rules may also
be specified as disabled links for the router under analysis.
A link is completely specified by the pair of routers that
it connects. Rules are intended to avoid deadlock; we have
implemented two sets of baseline rules, one specific for 2-D
meshes (Section IV-C) and another for tori (Section IV-D).
While in a fully functional topology the complete set of
baseline rules is necessary to avoid deadlock, a faulty one
may benefit from relaxing some rules to maintain connectivity
to partially connected nodes or portions of the network.
Vicis addresses this problem by identifying rules that obstruct
network connectivity and selectively removing them. Fig. 11
shows this procedure, which is applied to each destination
in turn: each router executes the rule check() function
in order, checking each turn or link. Routes that obstruct
network connectivity are those where no path exists between
two routers due to a rule (line 3). The connectivity between
two routers is determined by the path exists() function,
which tests the connectivity between two neighbors of a router.
This test is true if the middle router performing the test has a
functional link to both of the neighbors in question. If a path
does not exist, rule check() removes the offending rule
(line 4).

Fig. 12. Pseudocode of basic routing step. The basic routing step is invoked
once for each destination, and the algorithm runs on each router concurrently.
It updates the local routing table based on connectivity to neighboring routers,
communicated through flags, while rules are used to avoid deadlock. Once
the local routing table has been written, the router informs its neighbors of
the new routing path through flags.

The basic routing step outlined in Fig. 12 updates the routing tables in a local router for a specified destination (dest).
All routers in the network execute the same basic routing
step algorithm concurrently and synchronously to route one
destination at a time. First, each router performs a routing table
update (starting on line 2), waiting until routing information
for the current destination becomes available (line 3). If the
basic routing step is routing to the local router (SELF), then
the routing table is updated for the current destination (lines
4, 5). Otherwise, the router waits to receive a flag from one
of its neighbors, indicating that the corresponding neighbor
is aware of a route to the destination (line 7). Often, multiple
neighbors will offer a route, in which case only one is selected,
based on the previously determined rules of the topology and
written to the routing table (lines 8–11). When a destination
entry is written to the routing table, the corresponding entry is
validated, and the direction to that destination is specified. If
no route to the destination has been discovered after a timeout,
as may be the case in topologies containing many faults, the
corresponding routing table entry is invalidated (lines 12–15).
In the transmission portion of the basic routing step (Fig. 12,
lines 17–21), all routers whose destination entry is valid will
send a flag to all of their adjacent routers, while other routers
are silent. Once a destination entry is routed in one router, that
router broadcasts it to its neighbors using a flag, thus allowing
the neighbors to discover a path to the destination. Flags are
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Fig. 13. Basic routing step example. In the basic routing step, each router updates its routing table for one destination. Each panel in the figure shows one
iteration of the basic routing step when routing to the top left router. The destination router is shaded, nodes being currently routed are hashed and nodes
that have completed routing are cross-hatched. Turns are disabled according to the specific topology rules in order to avoid deadlock, and are indicated by
L-shapes.

transmitted among routers using the physical links connecting
them, since normal data traffic is not in flight at this time.
Fig. 13 illustrates an example of basic routing step operation
for one destination (shaded node) in a 3×3 mesh network with
a single fault, indicated by an “X.” The destination routes itself
(first panel), and the subsequently transmitted flags allow the
next two nodes to route to the same destination (cross-hatched
nodes in the second panel). In the third panel, two more nodes
are routed, but a third node connected via a disabled turn is not
routed, because of the baseline rules for mesh topologies. This
process continues in the following panels, with more nodes
being routed. Routing is completed in the final panel, noting
that the final node (hashed) routes to the East since the turn
to the West is disabled.
For a network with N routers, the basic routing step must
be repeated N −1 times for each destination to cover the worst
case scenario, where the routers are connected as a long chain
due to faults. At the completion of this process, if a router
still has an invalid entry for the destination under analysis,
then that destination is unreachable from that router.
B. Rules for the Basic Routing Step
During the basic routing step, routers must follow a set
of rules to avoid enabling routing paths that could create
deadlock loops. The rules consist of a list of disallowed turns
or links. A turn through a router neighbor1, neighbor2 can
be disallowed by having the router in the elbow of the turn
properly configuring its routing table, so that no data packet
is routed through the turn. To implement this, during the basic
routing step, if the local router has updated its routing table
with rtable write(dest, neighbor2), then it would not transmit
a flag to neighbor1.
Rules are enforced at each router, depending on both the
topology of the network and the configuration of the faults. For
example, a router that knows that a link must be disabled due
to faulty hardware will refrain from transmitting flags through
that link. In the following discussion, we use the basic routing
step to evaluate which rules are necessary to avoid deadlock.
Each router will start with a set of baseline rules, removing
or adjusting them based on the set of faulty links.
C. 2-D Mesh Routing
A common network topology for large scale chip multiprocessors is the 2-D mesh, due to its simple physical
implementation. Loops may form naturally when routing in
a mesh with faults, so Vicis uses rules to prevent them. In the
presence of faults, these rules must be adjusted to maximize
connectivity.

Fig. 14. Disabled turn example. The left-hand panels show routing for the
same set of packets under three different conditions: first, a fault-free mesh
is routed free of deadlock. The utilized routing paths are shown on the right.
The second row shows how a single fault can cause deadlock with the same
set of packets, now routed differently due to the fault. Finally, the bottom row
shows how a turn disabled by Vicis avoids the deadlock.

In fault-free mesh networks, loops can be avoided by
prioritizing turns: each router has four ports, North, South,
East, and West. When faced with multiple options for routing
a single packet, a router prioritizes among these four links
in the given order, resulting in deadlock-free routing. This is
shown in the first row of Fig. 14, where the arrows on the left
indicate the traffic patterns and the dashed lines on the right
show utilized turns and paths. As shown in the second row
of the figure, even a single fault in the network may cause a
deadlock loop to form. In this case, the same set of packets
are transmitted, but they must use different paths (second row,
left). The addition of a turn rule (third row) shows the same
set of packets once again, but this time routed deadlock-free
through a turn rule in the bottom left corner of the network.
Glass and Ni [56] proposed a technique to prevent deadlock
situations by disallowing pairs of turns. One turn must be
disallowed for the clockwise direction, and another one for
the counter-clockwise direction. The bottom row of Fig. 14
shows the application of this technique to avoid deadlock. In
our experience, the best results are obtained when disallowed
turns are symmetric pairs, for example North→East and
East→North. This helps in grouping faults, limiting the impact
of a single failure. In our solution, we choose to disallow the
North→East and East→North turns.
1) Selectively Removing 2-D Mesh Rules: Strict adherence
to the disallowed turn rule may produce an inconsistent
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may be disabled and a different return path is instead available.
Inconsistent networks may also cause deadlock situations
because the outgoing and return paths together may form a
cycle. This can be caused by competing paths that traverse
around the outside of the network. Vicis resolves this issue by
ensuring that paths traversing the outside of the torus network
also use the same return path. With this mechanism, Vicis
maintains a consistent network and avoids deadlock.
Fig. 15. Removing rules. In the presence of faults, disallowed turns can lead
to (a) disconnected networks. This occurs because the routers on the Western
edge have the East→North turn disabled to avoid deadlock. Therefore, we
remove the turn rule at the West router, restoring (b) network connectivity.

network, meaning that when a router can reach another, the
corresponding return path could be disabled. For instance, on
the left-hand side of Fig. 15, a single faulty horizontal link
on the North edge of the network prevents six of the routers
from obtaining a valid path to the top left router. All of the
routers on the West edge of the network can reach this router
by simply directing traffic to the North; however, since the
East→North turn is disallowed, these routers never transmit a
flag toward the East, cutting off the rest of the routers.
In order to contain partitioning in faulty networks, Vicis
must identify routers where the turn rules should be reenabled. This is performed during the rule checking procedure
described in Fig. 11. We check one turn at a time, so the
minimal number of rules are removed in sequence.
D. 2-D Torus Routing
Torus routing presents unique challenges for the basic
routing step, and requires a more complex set of baseline rules
than meshes.
1) 2-D Torus Rules: Torus networks may form loops
around the outside of the network, in addition to the loops
that may form in a mesh. Vicis addresses this by leveraging
additional rules besides those used for mesh networks. First, it
disallows wrap-around links along the top edge of the network,
and then it disallows one horizontal link in each row of
the network. While the horizontal links prevent a loop from
forming in the same row, the vertical link rules along the top
edge prevent a zigzagging pattern from looping around the
network. Additionally, this prevents loops that would form
in the same column. We choose a staggered pattern for the
disabled horizontal links in order maintain the performance
provided by the torus topology.
Both the vertical link rules and the horizontal link rules need
to be checked. First, a horizontal broadcast, where knowledge
of broken links propagates horizontally, lifts any horizontal
link rules. Since this broadcast starts at the ends of each broken
link it is guaranteed to reach every router in the row.
Vertical link rules can be checked in a similar fashion to the
turn rules. The router on one end of the link enforces the rule.
Vicis applies the basic routing step to the router at the other
end of the link and checks if the first router can be reached. If
not, the link is needed for connectivity and the rule is removed.
2) Turn Rule Consistency: A deadlock path in the network
can result from removing a turn rule. However, keeping the
rule can create an inconsistent network, meaning that when
a router can reach another, the corresponding backward path

V. Limitations
While Vicis is able to maintain a functional NoC structure
by reconfiguring the router architecture and the network topology, there are some limitations in its approach. First, it focuses
on diagnosis and reconfiguration, and thus does not provide
full system recovery. However, it is amenable to cooperation
with a number of recovery mechanisms, such as packet retransmission [57], specialized architectural solutions [58], or
checkpointing [20].
Second, while most of the hardware added by Vicis does
not affect the critical path, some components do. Specifically,
the port swapper and flit-level ECC units are on the critical
path of our single-cycle router: from the output of one router’s
FIFO buffers to the input of its neighbor’s. Additionally,
while the BIST logic runs offline, the wrappers that allow the
BIST to isolate components for testing lie on the critical path
between components.
Finally, Vicis’ routing algorithm is subject to pathological
cases that may prevent deadlock-free routing. These infrequent
cases arise in networks with many faults, and are the result of
pathological situations in rule checking by the Vicis routing
algorithm. The algorithm uses rules, a set of disabled turns or
links, to avoid deadlock. These rules are selectively removed to
maximize network connectivity in topologies with many faults,
as described in Section IV-A. In the majority of situations,
this technique enables a greater number of nodes to remain
connected to the network. However, rare situations arise when
faults in a network topology partition the network into disjoint
subnetworks connected by a single turn that has been enabled
during the rule checking process. Fig. 16 shows an example of
such a situation. The left panel shows the network before the
rule removal: the configuration of faults has created two disjoint subnetworks separated by a disabled turn. Rule checking
causes this turn to be enabled, resulting in the topology on the
right. The dashed line shows the deadlock loop now formed,
passing through the connecting router twice.
To evaluate the impact of pathological cases on various
topologies, we examined 4 × 4, 8 × 8, and 12 × 12 meshes
and tori with many faults. First, we injected faults at random
locations, obtaining one million distinct faulty topologies, and
then allowed the network to reconfigure. We then inspected
the final routing configuration for deadlocks. Fig. 17 shows the
results of this paper: as shown in the chart, all network configurations exhibit deadlock in less than 1 in 10 000 topologies,
when one tenth of the links are faulty. Smaller 4 × 4 networks
were free of deadlock 100% of the time for 2-D meshes, and
deadlock for 1 in 10 million cases in 2-D tori, regardless of
the number of faulty links. We noticed that in larger networks,
the probability of a routing configuration that allows deadlock
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Fig. 16. Pathological case for large networks with many faults. A deadlock
loop sometimes forms by passing through a router twice.
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The architectural model was a custom, cycle-accurate simulator written in C++ with a configuration similar to that of
the hardware model. The fast architectural model made it
possible to evaluate larger topologies, including a 8 × 8 mesh
and a 8 × 8 torus. This model also enabled higher testing
scalability, making it possible to run longer random tests,
and enabling the system to handle the PARSEC benchmarks.
The FIFO buffers in the architectural model accommodated
16 flits. Additionally, a statistical model to generate faulty
network topologies (described in Section VI-A) was generated,
informed by the simulation results of the hardware models.
Test packets were generated at each network-adapter by a
random traffic generator which injected traffic to and from
all network locations with uniform random probability. Packet
length varied from 1 to 10 flits with a uniform random
distribution. Finally, to evaluate correctness, packets injected
at each network adapter were checked for arrival at the correct
destination with the correct data.
A. Fault Model

Fig. 17. Deadlock-free topologies with increasing faults. All topologies were
found to be free of deadlock at least 99.99% of the time with up to 10% of
the links broken.

increases as the number of faults increases beyond one tenth
of the links.
Finally, the design of Vicis leads to a number of interesting
possibilities for future work. While Vicis implements a simple
parity error correction, other codes are possible. The impact
of various ECC encodings on overall system error-tolerance
would highlight the tradeoffs of performance and correctness.
Additionally, some of the techniques applied by Vicis to
mitigate permanent faults may also be effective for transient
errors, another possible direction for future investigation.
VI. Experimental Results
We evaluated Vicis and the routing algorithm using two
models: a slower, but more accurate gate-level hardware
description model and a faster architectural model. Simulations
were conducted by injecting faults within the system on two
different sets of workloads: uniform random traffic and the
PARSEC benchmarks [59].
The hardware model was implemented in Verilog HDL, and
includes both a 3 × 3 torus topology and a 3 × 3 mesh. In
both cases, Vicis’ reliability enhancements were added to the
baseline router. The baseline design is a single-cycle, five-port
router with one link to a local network adapter, and four links
to its neighboring routers. Each router’s input is connected
to a 32-flit FIFO, which passes through 32-bit data flits. The
router was synthesized, and automatically placed and routed to
obtain our final simulated netlist. This highly-accurate model
was used for simulations, as well as to inform the fault model
to be used for the architectural simulations.

Our fault model was designed to reflect the accumulation
of permanent transistor faults that occur during the lifetime
of a chip. We generated a fault model for our architectural
simulator by evaluating the impact of faults at the gate-level
and projecting it to the architectural level as link failures. To
this end, we injected stuck-at faults at the gate outputs of
our reliability-enhanced hardware model in randomly selected
locations. Faults were injected in both the baseline router
components and the additional reliability components. The
BIST was an exception, since it can be power-gated during
normal operation, and thus is much less susceptible to permanent faults. The hardware model was synthesized, placed, and
routed prior to fault injection. The random selection of faulty
gates was weighted by gate area. This is consistent with the
breakdown patterns observed experimentally by Keane et al.
[60]. While this model works well for gate-level analysis, it
must be abstracted for high-level architectural evaluations.
Our architectural simulator must be informed of the location
of faulty links. Thus, we must map gate-level faults to linklevel faults. To this end, we leveraged the fault impact analysis
in our gate-level model to form a probabilistic link fault model.
We first ran simulations on the HDL design of our Vicis router
after injecting faults, and allowed the hardware to reconfigure.
With 100 000 distinct RTL simulation results, we built a model
mapping gate-level errors to link-level errors. Fig. 18 shows
the distribution of faults, mapping gate-level router faults to
link failures on our 5-port router. Link failures could range
from 0, indicating no faults, to 5, indicating that all links
were faulty. For example, with eight faults in a router, all
links will be broken with probability 0.2; one link will be
functional with probability 0.25, and so on. This model was
used in the architectural simulations to enable fast simulation
with industrial benchmarks and longer traces.
B. Fault Tolerance
We first compared the fault tolerance of a network comprised of Vicis routers to a comparable network implementing
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Fig. 18. Fault model. The graph shows the distribution of faults among the
five router links as a function of gate-level faults. Vicis leveraged 100 000
low-level HDL simulations to form a statistical fault model used by our highlevel architectural simulator. The figure shows the mapping of gate-level router
faults in the low-level simulations to link failures used in high-level simulation.

TMR. TMR provides probabilistic reliability: since the voter
takes the most common signal of the three replicated units,
it is possible for just two faults to cause the system to fail.
In the worst case, a single fault could cause system failure
if it occurred in a clock tree or another nonreplicable cell.
Unlike BulletProof [47] and other prior work that relies on
maintaining total functionality, Vicis is able to tolerate many
simultaneous faults, including ones that render entire routers
useless, since it is able to route around them. Thus, Vicis
can maintain near 100% reliability even for a high number
of faults, trading off performance for correctness. A key
difference between TMR and Vicis is performance. TMR
maintains constant, 100% performance until any component
loses one of its redundant versions, after which the entire
system fails. On the other hand, Vicis enables gracefully
degrading performance as faults accumulate.
In our next study on the gate-level model, we tested again
a gate-level 3 × 3 torus network, considering 11 different
situations with varying simultaneous faults: 1, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100. The case of 100 faults corresponds
to approximately one fault for every 2000 gates. For each
number of simultaneous faults, we considered 1200 different
random faulty topologies. Then, we analyzed each router in the
topology, considered how many faults it sustained, whether it
was still functional and had a functional local network adapter,
and what reliability features it was utilizing. The results are
shown in Fig. 19. We note from Fig. 19 that the input port
swapper is very successful at keeping cores connected to the
network. As reported in the figure, only a very small fraction of
the functioning routers do not have a functional local adapter,
as indicated by the closeness of the two curves. The swapper
had a high utilization, being used nearly 24% of the time for
routers with seven faults.
When considering the utilization of the bypass bus, it was
much less often invoked. At seven faults, the crossbar bypass
bus was used less than 6% of the time. Two reasons contributed
to this: first, the crossbar is relatively small—less than 5%
of the total area of the router and thus suffered a smaller
incidence of failures. Second, the crossbar is protected by both
the input port swapper and the ECC mechanism.

Fig. 19. Utilization of reliability features with increasing router faults. The
plot reports the probability of a functional (as well as of a disconnected) router
over an increasing number of faults and whether the local network adapter is
still functional. Additionally, we indicate which reliability features were used
to enable a router to remain functional.

Fig. 20. Network performance as faults increase with a 3 × 3 torus network.
Normalized network throughput is shown as the number of faults increases.
Throughput is normalized to the bandwidth of the available network adapter
links. The shaded region shows the 5th–95th percentiles, while the line
represents the median.

C. Performance in the Presence of Faults
We examined the effect of faults on network performance.
Fig. 20 shows that network performance gracefully degrades
as the number of faults in a gate-level 3 × 3 torus network
increases. The black line (marked with squares) shows the
number of connected cores. At 90 faults, with more than ten
faults per router on average, we found that over 50% of the
system’s cores were still available. The figure also shows the
normalized network throughput (marked with triangles). For
the first 30–40 faults, median network throughput decreases
due to link failures, forcing packets to take longer paths.
Beyond 40 faults however, performance begins to increase as
a result of the smaller networks formed due to partitioning.
This is due to routers becoming disconnected, decreasing the
size of the remaining network. Shading indicates the 5th–95th
percentile range of normalized throughput.
We then examined network latency under different traffic
densities using uniform random traffic. For this paper, we used
the C++ network model and measured the average latency of
packets traversing a 8 × 8 2-D torus network as the density
of randomly generated traffic increased. In Fig. 21, density
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Fig. 21. Packet latency as traffic density increases in a 8 × 8 torus network.
The chart reports results for 0, 100, and 200 faults.
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Fig. 23. Impact of flexible FIFO design on Vicis’ performance in a 8 × 8
torus network. The plot indicates that the use of flexible FIFOs allows a
Vicis-equipped network to hit the latency wall at higher injection rates.
TABLE II
Area Breakdown of Vicis Router by Component

Fig. 22. Packet latency with PARSEC benchmarks in a 8 × 8 torus network.
The average is shown by the heavy dotted line, showing network latency
increasing as faults increase up to 100. Beyond 100 faults, latency decreases
due to decreasing functional network size.

is reported as a fraction of the total injection bandwidth of
the system, which is fixed and proportional to the number of
routers in the network. For low traffic densities, the latency
remains under 20 cycles, however, as the density increases,
network saturation occurs, resulting in a latency wall. When
subjected to faults, the latency wall is reached at lower traffic
densities, as indicated in the graph. We noted, however, that
the latency wall for 200 faults is actually farther out than that
of 100 faults. This is due to a significantly smaller network
size at 200 faults due to network partitioning.
For evaluation of Vicis’ performance with more realistic
workloads, we also evaluated our solution with the set of
PARSEC benchmarks [59]. In this experiment (Fig. 22), we
configured our C++ simulator to a 8 × 8 torus network and
mapped gate-level faults to network link faults as described in
Section VI-A. Each data point represents 1000 random faultinjected topologies with different random seeds. Traffic was
injected using traces obtained from an architectural simulation:
100 000 packets were injected. We noticed that similar trends
appear as in our previous experiment with random traffic:
latency increases as faults increase, up to 100 faults. Beyond
100 faults, the latency begins to decrease, as the remaining functional portion of the network shrinks. The resulting
smaller effective network is due to the increasing number of
routers completely disabled by faults.

Router Component
Crossbar
Decoder
Flexible FIFO buffers (32-flit)
Output logic
Routing table
Misc
BIST and reconfig. logic
Bypass bus
ECC
Port swapper
Total
Overhead

Vicis Area (μm2 ) Baseline Area (μm2 )
2657
1487
1350
395
54 303
46 706
925
644
585
416
854
28
5082
−
201
−
1544
−
603
−
74 805 μm2
49 676 μm2
51%

Finally, we investigated the effectiveness of flexible FIFOs.
In these experiments, we simulated a 8 × 8 torus network with
the C++ model. A portion of the failures proportional to the
area of the FIFOs were injected directly into the FIFOs, resulting in effectively smaller FIFO buffers after reconfiguration.
We then ran simulations injecting 100 000 packets of uniform
random traffic. 1000 different faulty topologies were used for
each datapoint. Fig. 23 shows the average latency curves for
the faulty topologies with 100 injected faults. The no-fault
case is also shown for reference. First, the chart shows that
with no injected faults, the flexible FIFO provides exactly the
same performance as the baseline FIFO. As we did earlier, we
again note that the fault-injected topology reaches the latency
wall sooner. However, with flexible FIFOs, this effect can be
mitigated, reaching the latency wall at an injection rate of
approximately 0.1, compared to a previous 0.07.
D. Area Overhead
The physical design of the Vicis router was carried out with
an automated place and route tool chain after synthesizing
with Synopsys Design Compiler, targeting a 45 nm technology.
The baseline router was also designed in this fashion. The
resulting Vicis reliable router with 32-flit FIFOs comprised
74 805 μm2 , for an area overhead of 51% compared to the
baseline router. This includes both the hardware to implement
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the routing algorithm, as well as all the architectural features.
Table II shows the overhead of each component in the Vicis
router in a 3 × 3 network. Among the reliability components,
the BIST logic is the largest.
VII. Conclusion
We have presented Vicis, a reliable network-on-chip that
is able to tolerate many faults in both the router components
and the reliability components themselves. It maintains correct operation in the face of faults, trading off performance
for correctness. As the number of failures increases, Vicis
mitigates errors by reconfiguring both the router architecture
and network routing protocol. By leveraging the redundancy
inherent in networks-on-chip, and NoC routers, Vicis can
maintain high reliability, while incurring a 51% overhead.
A built-in self-test at each router diagnoses the number and
locations of hard faults. Architecture features including ECC,
a crossbar bypass bus, and port swapping are then deployed
to work around faults. Finally, routers work together to run
a distributed in-hardware network reconfiguration algorithm,
thus bypassing broken links and routers. We showed that Vicis
is able to provide significant area and reliability advantages
over TMR, tolerating fault rates of over 1 in 2000 gates.
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